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GENERALIZING SQUARE ATTACK USING SIDE-CHANNELS OF AN AES IMPLEMENTATION ON AN FPGA Vincent Carlier, Herv´e Chabanne, Emmanuelle Dottax and Herv´e Pelletier SAGEM D´efense S´ecurit´e – SAFRAN Group FRANCE email: vincent.carlier, herve.chabanne, emmanuelle.dottax, herve.pelletier @sagem.com ABSTRACT



Most of the work that has been published so far is about attacks on smart cards. In this paper we are working on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). EM emanations from an FPGA are of the same nature as the ones from a smart-card. Most of the EM emanations can be attributed to the commutation of and CMOS transistors. When the FPGA is clocked, the and transistors can be simultaneously conducting, for example in an inverter gate, causing a short circuit between the ground and the power supply line. Moreover, the capacitive effect, due for instance to the charge or discharge of the bus line or of the next input stages, increases the current leakage. Our contribution shows that algebraic properties of AES, here saturation properties, can be physically observed and lead to vulnerabilities. In fact, high frequency and parallel computations are no sufficient protection against this kind of attack. The remainder is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the platform we used for our experiments. Section 3 is devoted to our new type of attack against AES following the Square attack [8, 9] (Square attacks are also called saturation attacks or integral attacks), and Sect. 4 concludes.



We show how to attack an implementation of AES on an FPGA where all bytes are processed in parallel. We introduce a new way of retrieving information, mixing algebraic properties and physical observations. The attack is based on a generalization of the Square Attack. We focus on the electromagnetic side-channel, but our results are still valid for power consumption analysis as they reflect a global phenomenon inside the chip; and so, this contrasts with situations where eavesdroppers take advantage of local electromagnetic emanations. 1. INTRODUCTION Side channel attacks first appear in [1] where timing attacks are described. This kind of attack tends to retrieve information from the secret items stored inside a device by observing its behaviour during a cryptographical computation. In a timing attack, the adversary measures the time taken to perform the computations and deduces additional information about the cryptosystems. Similarly, power analysis attacks are introduced in [2] where the attacker wants to discover the secrets by analyzing the power consumption. Smart cards are targets of choice as their power is supplied externally. Usually we distinguish Simple Power Analysis (SPA), that tries to gain information directly from the power consumption, and Differential Power Analysis (DPA) where a large number of traces are acquired and statistically processed. Another side channel is the one that exploits the Electromagnetic (EM) emanations. Indeed, these emanations are correlated with the current flowing through the device. EM leakage in a PC environment where eavesdroppers reconstruct video screens has been known for a long time [3], see also [4] for more references. In [5, 6], Simple Electromagnetic Analysis (SEMA) and Differential Electromagnetic Analysis (DEMA) are introduced. It has also been proposed to combine multiple side channels, power consumption and EM emanations, to improve the efficiency of the attack [7].



0-7803-9362-7/05/$20.00 ©2005 IEEE



1.1. Related work FPGAs now come under the scrutiny of the cryptographic community. Paar and Wollinger [10] survey the security aspects of FPGAs. The first experimental results appear ¨ in [11] where Ors, Oswald and Preneel study the power consumption of an FPGA and show on an implementation of an elliptic curve point multiplication that the information leaked is enough to mount an SPA. Their results show a high power consumption leakage and the same behaviour can be expected from the EM emanations leakage as the magnetic field strength follows Maxwell’s law where both characteristics are related. Pipelining as a DPA countermeasure is considered in [12]. Our approach has some similarity with the ones in [13, 14], where some mathematical properties are exploited together with side channels. These papers use internal collisions, we exploit some characteristics related to the Square
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Fig. 2. Data acquisition setup for EM analysis of an FPGA



Fig. 1. The effect of the ShiftRows transformation



up to 290 KBits of RAM. Two PLLs are present. Our electrical equipment embeds the FPGA on a board connected to a PC via a parallel port. There are also two DC regulators to supply 1.5 V to the core and 3 V to the input/output blocks of the FPGA. The external power supply adapter has been replaced with a voltage generator to reduce the signal noise. No other modification has been implemented on the FPGA board; in particular, no decapsulation was performed. Our measurements are made using the on-board clock at 50 MHz. A probe has been placed close to the FPGA, as near as possible in order to increase the magnetic flux collected. We use a standard digital oscilloscope with a 500 MHz bandwith and a sample rate of 5 GSamples/s to measure the probe’s output signal. This oscilloscope is also connected to a PC through GPIB interface. Figure 2 shows the setup.



attack. 1.2. Brief description of the AES Here, we follow the notations from [15]. The version of the Advanced Encryption Standard we consider is a symmetric encryption algorithm consisting of 10 rounds, acting on a 128-bit block represented as a state consisting of 16 bytes. In the following, we consider states as 4 4 squares, each cell representing one byte and we use terms like columns, rows, which come clear with this interpretation (see Fig. 1). A round is made of 4 different operations: SubBytes: it is a non-linear byte substitution that operates independently on each byte of the state; ShiftRows: this transformation acts on the rows of the state as illustrated by Fig. 1;



2.2. AES implementation For our AES implementation, we retrieved IPs from [16]. For each round, all the 128 bits of the input are processed simultaneously, in a sequential way, the SubBytes operation first, next the ShiftRows and so on. We observe that due to various propagation times, the processing of the different bits is not achieved exactly at the same time. Each round takes around 20 ns.



MixColumns: this operation treats each column as a 4-byte vector and multiplies it by a matrix; AddRoundKey: this operation adds a round key to the state by bitwise XOR operation. In a nutshell, we have for the whole cipher: AddRoundKey(state,RoundKey[0]) for i from 1 to 9 SubBytes(state) ShiftRows(state) MixColumns(state) AddRoundKey(state,RoundKey[i]) end for SubBytes(state) ShiftRows(state) AddRoundKey(state,RoundKey[10])



3. SQUARE EM ATTACKS 3.1. Theory We follow [9] introducing sets of states where some bytes are passive, and stay constant among the set, while others are active. Definition 1 A -set is a set of 256 states where passive bytes keep the same value for each state and active bytes are different from one state to another one. if else



2. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM



is active



-sets were introduced in order to cryptanalyse a reducedround AES using the so-called “Square attack”. This chosen plaintext attack is based on tracking the evolution of a -set through the rounds. It relies on the following facts:



2.1. Measurement setup Our target is an ALTERA Cyclone FPGA. This FPGA allows the programmation of up to 20600 logic elements and
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A set of states with all bytes passive except the main diagonal.



a -set remains a -set after the AES operations SubBytes, AddRoundKey and ShiftRows; round key hypothesis



the MixColumns operation converts an input column of a -set with only one active byte into an output column of a -set with all four bytes active.



AddRoundKey



The AddRoundKey operation does not affect the passivity.



The reader is referred to [9] for more details and proofs. We use the fact that only MixColumns can modify the passivity of a given byte among a set of states and base our attack on distinguishing sets of states according to the number and location of bytes which are not passive. Given the set of all possible 4-byte vectors, we can extract from its image by MixColumns a set of vectors having 2 passive bytes. We show that it is possible to distinguish such a set from a random set by analysing the emanations during the AES processing. So we can make a key hypothesis to separate plaintexts that give, after the first MixColumns operation, states with 2 non-passive bytes from plaintexts that give states with 4 non-passive bytes and validate it by analyzing the EM emanations. For this, we need to consider sets of states consisting of more than 256 states in order to reduce correctly the noise. More precisely, consider a set of states for which the bytes on the main diagonal take different values while all the others are constant. Following the evolution of these states through the first steps of the AES (as shown on Fig. 3), we see that, depending on the value of the 4 bytes of the key involved in the first AddRoundKey operation, the states after MixColumns can be separated into two sets:



SubBytes



The hypothesis on the round key leads to a separation of the states after MixColumns. It is validated or rejected using the EM emanations of the selected states.



The SubBytes operation does not affect the passivity. ShiftRows



The ShiftRows operation just moves the bytes.



selection of a set



states with A set of all bytes passive except the first two ones.



MixColumns



The rest of the states.



Fig. 3. Square EM attack



3. Validate or reject the hypothesis on the 4 bytes of the first round key using the two sets of emanation curves. 3.2. Results Here we describe some experiments we made in order to establish the feasibility of validating or rejecting the hypothesis on the 4 bytes of the first round key using two sets of emanation curves (see step 3 above). For each set we collect the electromagnetic emanations from the FPGA. In our experiment 7000 traces have been acquired. We generate:



a chosen set of states for which all the bytes are passive except the two first ones; all the other states. If we are able to distinguish these two sets by measurements, we can mount an attack as follows. We consider states such that the main diagonal range over all possible values and all other 12 bytes remain constant. We formulate a hypothesis on the value of the 4 bytes of the first round key for the first AddRoundKey. This leads to a separation of the states into two sets as before. If our hypothesis is valid we are able to distinguish these two sets of states using the corresponding emanation curves. Our attack, that we call Square Electromagnetic Attack, can thus be described as follows :



half of these traces using the valid hypothesis on the round key and thus getting states after the MixColumns for which all the bytes are passive except the two first ones; half using an invalid hypothesis, the states having thus four non-passive bytes in the first column. Suppose that the following model holds. In a first approximation the EM leakage can be considered as proportional to the Hamming weight of the byte processed. We write where is a byte, the EM sigits Hamming nal emited during its processing and weight. Our experiments allow us to think that this approximation is good. If we average times the EM emanation collected from the treatment of one random byte we obtain the EM emanation average:



input states which vary only on the 1. Generate all main diagonal, execute the AES and measure the corresponding EM side channels; 2. Fix a value for the 4 bytes of the first round key on the main diagonal and then separate the curves of emanations according to the prediction given by these chosen bytes;
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is enough to observe the difference. So, the acquisition of these signals can be made in less than two hours with good acquisition conditions, and we estimate that the according statistical treatments can be made in less than a week. 3.3. Some considerations on the technology We think that this kind of measures should be effective as well on other FPGAs families (Xilinx, . . . ). If we compare our measures with an ASIC implementation, the emanations are generally stronger with FPGAs. Indeed, ASICs offer more flexibility in the design, as one can choose the gate placement and try to minimize the power consumption (the power consumption increases with the length of the wires between gates, increasing in turn the emanations). The lower clock frequencies of FPGAs facilitate the acquisitions, as they become problematic at high frequencies ( GHz).



Fig. 4. Square EM Attack



Since



is a random value from 0 to 8, then and finally . In the same way, for a constant byte the EM emanation average is:



4. CONCLUSIONS We introduce a new kind of side-channel attack, showing how AES Square Attack can be exploited by physical observations. For this, we find states that are easy to distinguish via side channels. We then apply our new attack to an AES running on an FPGA at 50 MHz. For our experiments, we use electromagnetic emanations as a side channel, showing that FPGAs too are leaking easy to exploit information by this way, even when all bytes are processed in parallel and without relying on local emanations. This attack can also be used to perform a power analysis attack following the same principle. Note that this can be considered as an improvement, as classical DPA on the same target does not succeed. This has to be added to [17] as only Rijndael seems to suffer from saturation attacks.



So if we compare the averages for two random bytes we get



On the contrary, if we compare the averages for a random and a constant byte we obtain



The first curve on Fig. 4 shows the typical EM emanation during the AES computation. The second curve represents the difference between the average of the two EM emanations for two sets of messages when a false hypothesis is made. Finally the third curve shows the difference of the two EM emanations for two sets of messages, one with the good hypothesis and the other with a false one. Several peaks can be observed, starting at the end of the first round where the particular state appears, and until it completely disappears. We interpret this phenomenon by the fact that several operations do not affect the passivity. We conclude that we are able to validate the hypothesis by observing the presence of bias spikes or not. As we observe that very few “ghost” peaks appear when a wrong key hypothesis is made, we think that the entire automation of this attack is possible.
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